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And………….
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students
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Why is Classroom Management Important?
 Satisfaction and enjoyment in teaching are

dependent upon leading students to
cooperate


Classroom management issues are of highest concern for
beginning teachers

Principles behind Effective Behaviour Management
 Effective learning and teaching are strongly linked to the promotion of

positive behaviour – clear links to AFL – Feedback, Questioning, Learning
Objectives

 Specific learning behaviours need to be taught, reinforced and

reviewed

Keep your students interested
= engaged and happy students

 It is important to have clear, robust routines within lessons
 Positive relationships with children are the key to positive behaviour
 We need to take steps to develop children’s social, emotional and

behavioural skills

•
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Effective Behaviour Management involves being ‘Assertive’
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Techniques for Better Classroom Control

 explore and identify your teaching styles
 strategies to motivate and engage pupils in the

classroom

. . . Or, “Don’t Smile
until Christmas”

 increase confidence to effectively manage situations of

challenging behaviour
 improve relationships with pupils

What is Classroom Management?
 It’s

effective discipline
being prepared for class
 It’s motivating your students
 It’s providing a safe, comfortable learning
environment
 It’s building your students’ self esteem
 It’s being creative and imaginative in daily lessons
 And . . .
 It’s

Why do we need Classroom Management?
 Students desire and need to know the expected

behaviors in your class.

. . . It’s different for EVERYONE!!
WHY?





Teaching Styles
Personality/Attitudes
Student population
Not all management strategies are
effective for every teacher

 Try different strategies to see

if they work for you

Understanding your teaching style

Let’s have a look at your teaching style

 Students like a well structured, orderly class.
 Students respect and admire teachers who can control

their classes.
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Understanding your teaching style
1.

What ratio represents actual teaching time to
discipline time in your classroom?

Understanding your teaching style
2. How do you rate the motivation of your students?
 always motivated

 90:10

 motivated

 75:25

 sometimes

 50:50

 never motivated

 25:75
 10:90

Understanding your teaching style
3.

How many times do you have to stop the class for
misbehaviour problems in one class session?

Understanding your teaching style
4.

Which type of motivation strategies do you use
most?

• more than 10 times

 positive reinforcement

• 6-9 times

 negative reinforcement

• 5-3 times

 Both equally

• less than 3 times

Understanding your teaching style
5.

How often do students participate in solving
classroom conflicts?

General Teaching Styles
 The Assertive Style
 The Passive Style

 often
 sometimes

 The Hostile Style

 hardly ever
 never
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The Assertive Style
 firm
 confident and self-assured
 positive
 warm, friendly and approachable
 interested in the students
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Teaching Styles:
The Passive Style – a tendency to:
 ask / plead
 accept unsatisfactory behaviour / little output
 avoid challenging issues of concern
 be weak rather than firm

 builds positive relationships

 be inconsistent

 uses praise and re-direction techniques

 have reasonably friendly relationships

 well-liked and respected by students

 not be respected

 effective

 be ineffectual

Teaching Styles:
The Hostile Style – a tendency to:

Self-reflection

 convey a dislike for students
 not relate to young people
 remain distant / not build relationships

 How am I perceived by the students?
 How am I affected by different groups/lessons/situations?

 be unreasonably “strict”
 regard behaviour management as the imposition of

sanctions

 over-burden the system
 be disliked with a passion by students
 be ineffective

Assertive Techniques

Strategies to motivate and engage pupils in the classroom

 Clear short message – “I need you to…”

 Basic rules

 Stand or sit close to the student.

 Where behaviour needs to be LEARNT

 Calm, firm tone of voice.

 Routines

 Eye contact if appropriate.
 Avoid comparisons.
 Empathise – “I can see you’re frustrated but..”
 Avoid use of words such as “don’t”, “shouldn’t” etc.

 Re-directing off-task behaviour
 Responses to challenging behaviour
 Techniques for Better Classroom Control

Jones’ study of off-task behaviors
99% of off-task behaviors take one of several forms
Talking out of turn
Clowning
Daydreaming
Moving about without permission
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Where behaviour needs to be LEARNT

Basic rules for successful classroom management
 Deal with disruptive behaviors but also manage to

minimize off-task, non-disruptive behaviors
 Teach students to manage their own behavior
 Students learn to be on-task and engaged in the

learning activities you have planned for them

Routines for a positive start to the lesson
 Greeting at the door
 Giving out tasks at door?
 Recording positives on board as soon as you can –

don’t always need to make a big deal of this
 Being consistent with routines but not repetitive with

types of starter task etc.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Entering classroom
Distribution and collection of materials/equipment
Gaining staff attention and assistance
Transition between activities
Staff gaining attention of class
Setting and collecting homework and completed tasks
Group work
Late arrivals
Seating
Close of lesson feedback
Exit from classroom

Re-directing off-task behaviour
Effective responses, with no alarm or anger:
 the look/body language
 physical proximity/position in room
 mentioning off-task student’s name while carrying on
teaching
 proximity praise i.e. focusing on appropriate behaviour of
those students around off-task student
Ineffective responses:
 ignoring
 immediate / harsh corrective response

Responses to challenging behaviour

Techniques for Better Classroom Control

 teach the behaviour expectations

 Focus attention on entire class

 use tactical ignoring / re-direction techniques

 Don’t talk over student chatter

 Use verbal warnings – consider when to discuss this

outside the door
 remain calm, matter-of-fact
 avoid ineffectual threats
 emphasise choice, emphasise learning
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 Silence can be effective
 Use softer voice so students really have to listen to

what you’re saying
 Direct your instruction so that students know what is

going to happen
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Biggest Classroom Management Mistakes Made by
Teachers

 Monitor groups of students to check progress
 Move around the room so students have to pay

attention more readily
 Give students non-verbal cues
 Engage in low profile intervention of disruptions
 Make sure classroom is comfortable and safe

• Inconsistency
• Lack of clear expectations
• Use of punishment Common examples include bribes, guilt
and shame, dramatic episodes, sarcasm, put-downs, and punishments.

• Shaming in class
• Not circulating
• Threats
• Not following up

CALM IS STRENGTH,
UPSET IS WEAKNESS

Ask yourself…
How can you as a teacher show with your body
language and your actions that you mean business?
What signals can you send that won't turn a discipline
issue into a confrontation?

 When you are calm, who is in control of your mind and

body?
 When you are upset, who is in control of your mind

and body?
One of the first lessons you must learn about discipline management in the
classroom is that it is first and foremost emotional. You cannot manage another
person's behaviour until you can manage your own. We must learn to manage
ourselves.

STUDENTS ARE GAMBLERS
 Students are gamblers. From time to time, they like to

gamble on having a little bit of fun in class instead of
doing schoolwork.

DISCIPLINE BEFORE INSTRUCTION
 Imagine that you are helping a student when, out of

the corner of your eye, you catch some "goofing off."
You look up to see one student poking another as they
both giggle.

 How do students know whether to gamble long or

short? They watch you. You tell them with your body
language.

 Discipline comes before instruction
 If you fail to respond, the entire class will know

that "the coast is clear."
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Getting students' attention

In the classroom

 Ask an interesting, speculative question,

show a picture, tell a little story, or read a
related poem to generate discussion and
interest in the upcoming lesson.

大学

中学

小学

工作

星期二

星期一

星期六

星期五

星期四

星期天

星期三
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牛奶, 咖啡, 妹妹 喝 牛奶

你好, 你好, 你好吗?
很好,很好, 我很好.
qǐng zuò,

ān jìng

niú nǎi ,

bà ba ,

mā ma hē

我 喝

中国茶

wǒ hē

，

niú nǎi

kā fēi

zhōng guó chá

汽水, 咖啡, 哥哥 喝 汽水
kā fēi,

gē ge

，

hē qì shuǐ

姐姐, 妹妹 喝 牛奶 ，
jiě jie ,

你好, 你好, 你好吗?

牛奶, 咖啡, 妹妹 喝 牛奶

mèi mei hē

爸爸，妈妈 喝 咖啡，

qì shuǐ ,

tīng wǒ shuō

kā fēi,

mèi mei hē

niú nǎi

我 喝 英国茶
wǒ

hē yīng guó chá

，

爸爸，妈妈 喝 咖啡，
我喝 中国茶
汽水, 咖啡, 哥哥 喝 汽水
姐姐, 妹妹 喝 牛奶 ，
我 喝 英国茶
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Getting students' attention
Pengyou 朋友

 Try "'playfulness," silliness, a bit of theatrics (props

by Emil ChauWakin (Zhou HuaJian)

zhexienian, yigeren
这些年一个人
feng ye guo, yu ye zou
风也过雨也走
you guo lei, you guocuo
有过泪有过错
haijidejianchishenme
还记得坚持什么
zhen'aiguo, caihui dong
真爱过才会懂
huijimo, huihuishou
会寂寞会回首
zhong you meng, zhong you
ni, zaixinzhong
终有梦终有你在心中
----------------REFF----pengyouyishengyiqizou
朋友一生一起走
naxierizibuzai you
那些日子不再有
yijuhua, yibeizi

and storytelling) to get attention and peak interest.

一句话一辈子
yishengqing, yibeijiu
一生情一杯酒
pengyoubucenggudanguo
朋友不曾孤单过
yi sheng pengyounihui dong
一声朋友你会懂
hai you shang, hai you tong
还有伤还有痛
haiyaozou, hai you wo
还要走还有我
--------------

 Use storytelling. Students of all ages love to hear

stories, especially personal stories. It is very effective
in getting attention.

Repeat ##
Repeat Reff
Repeat Reff
yijuhua, yibeizi
一句话一辈子
yishengqing, yibeijiu
一生情一杯酒
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yybJCVtC
unI
http://ourlyric.com/lyrics.php?id=3544

 Black symbolizes

roughness and fierceness.
The black face indicates
either a rough and bold
character or an impartial
and selfless personality.

hēi sè

黑色

 Red

indicates devotion,
courage bravery,
uprightness and loyalty.

红色

hóng sè

Getting students' attention

 Add a bit of mystery. Bring in an object
relevant to the upcoming lesson in a box, bag, or
pillowcase. This is a wonderful way to generate
predictions and can lead to excellent discussions or
writing activities.
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Red clothing is
preferred on New
Year’s Day. Red is
considered a
bright, happy
color, sure to bring
the wearer a
sunny and bright
future.
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Getting students' attention
 Use visual signals: flash the lights or raise

your hand which signals the students to raise
their hands and close their mouths until
everyone is silent.
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Tone of Voice

 Vary your tone of voice: loud, soft, whispering.
 Try making a louder command "Listen! Freeze! Ready!"

followed by a few seconds of silence before proceeding
in a normal voice to give directions.

 Clearly signal: "Everybody…Ready…"

Getting students' attention

Focusing students' attention

 Maintain your visibility.
 Model excitement and enthusiasm about

the upcoming lesson.

 Project your voice and make sure you

can be heard clearly by all students.

 Use eye contact.

 Call students up front and close to you

for direct instruction (e.g., seated on the
carpet by the board).

Focusing students' attention

Stroke order

 Position all students so that they can see the board

and/or overhead screen. Always allow students to
readjust their seating and signal you if their visibility
is blocked.

play

 Incorporate demonstrations and hands-on

presentations into your teaching whenever possible.

dǎ
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Stroke order

Stroke order

basket

ball

qiú

lán

Focusing students' attention

 Use a flashlight or laser pointer. Turn off

the lights and get students to focus by
illuminating objects or individuals with
the light.

Focusing students' attention

 Use visuals. Write key words or pictures

on the board or overhead projector while
presenting. Use pictures, diagrams or
gestures.

want

yào 要
bú yào

 爸爸

•你
•他
•我
•她

 妈妈

Do / does not want
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 米饭

 不喜欢

 哥哥

不要

 面条

 喜欢

 姐姐

要

 弟弟

 不要

吃

 水果
 牛肉
菜

 妹妹
e.g.

我弟弟不喜欢吃菜。
My younger brother does not like to eat vegetable.
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 Choosing the rules - Involve the children in deciding

the rules of your class at the start of the year.
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 Set your rules (& expectations)
 Establish yourself
 have a clear starter, main phase and plenary


Starter Activity to engage pupils

 Praise generously


3 positives for 1 negative

 Reward System


In books / on boards?

 Smile and build relationships

Some Questions
 Late pupils
 Pupils who are constantly chatting?
 Silly laughter and sound?

January
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一月

July

February

August

March

September

April

October

May

November

June

December

十二月
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Good Classroom Management

China
Britain
France
Beijing
Shanghai
London

____
____
____
____
____
____

Vocabulary
Box

伦敦
北京
上海
英国
法国
中国

• Be consistent and fair
• Separate behaviour and personality
• Pupils are clear about your expectations
• Use positive reinforcement
• Build a relationship with your pupils
• Don’t shout -Vary the tone of your voice
• Establish routines
• Mean what you say - consequences
• Smile and use eye contact
• Get parents involved

Assistant Director of Learning
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